Nelson Primary School
Inspiring Ambition, Achieving Success
Weekly Homework Tasks

Key Stage 2 Year 5 W/C 15.6.21 Homework
Homework is set on a Tuesday. You MUST bring your homework book with your
completed homework into school on EACH MONDAY.

Reading
Please read aloud to an adult as often as you can. Please record in your reading record book

the pages that you have read each day. You are expected to read twice a day, once at school
and once at home, and each time record the book and the pages read. When you finish a
book you must write something about the book in the comments section. Remember to
bring your book and reading record to school every day.

Maths
Please practise your times tables ready for times table tests. Ask an adult to help you by
asking you quick fire questions. Challenge yourself by writing your tables out and seeing how
quickly you can write out all the tables accurately.
Your maths teacher may set homework on mathletics or an alternative.
Maths facts: Make sure that you know the difference between an acute, obtuse, right and
reflex angle. You should be able to identify each of these from facts and from pictures.
Make sure you know and can identify 3D shapes : cube, cuboid, triangular based pyramid,
square based pyramid , cylinder and cone.

Spelling – your spelling words this week:
Group 1 : words with silent letters : doubt island lamb climb solemn thistle knight
bomb crumb ghost
Fresh start group 2 words : want wear dear like buy bring best water wait song
1 .You must ensure you know the meaning of each word. -use a dictionary to help you if you
are unsure.
2.Choose five ( 5 ) of the words and write one sentence for each of the 5 words. You must
write five sentences – a word in each sentence. We do expect you to write complex
sentences that include conjunctions and punctuation other than full stops. Your teacher will
tell you whether to do group 1 or group 2 words.
3. Practise and study all of the spelling words.
There will be a spelling test on Tuesday after half term.
Comprehension
This week you have an article from The Week Junior about the fact that MPs are debating
whether to cut the money they give to support other countries in need. We had a debate
about this earlier this term so we have already discussed this in detail. Read the
articlecarefully and answer the questions . Make sure you answer ALL the questions.

